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NEW QUESTION: 1
Your network contains an Active Directory domain named
contoso.com.
You deploy Remote Desktop Services (RDS).
You create a session collection named Collection1.
You plan to configure Collection1 to use user profile disks.

You need to identify what must be created before you configure
Collection1 to use the user
profile disks.
What should you identify?
A. A storage pool
B. A VHDX file
C. A network share
D. A VHD file
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 2
In your IPsec Routing policy, you have selected to always use a
virtual adapter. Which additional resource policy must be
configured?
A. IP Address Pool
B. Host Enforcer
C. Access Control
D. Auth Table Mapping
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which three actions are performed if you purge data by removing
partitions, and specify a start date and an end date to
identify the objects to be removed? (Choose three.)
A. Only partitions that are completely within the date range
are removed.
B. All the objects within the date range are removed.
C. Partitions with objects associated with open items are not
removed.
D. Objects in the partitions, associated with open items, are
stored in partition_historic.
E. If you have used the -f parameter in the command, even the
objects associated with open items are removed.
Answer: C,D,E
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Reference
https://docs.oracle.com/cd/E16754_01/doc.75/e16719/adm_partitio
n.htm#BRMSA945

NEW QUESTION: 4
You are implementing a customization of the sales management
within a module MyCompany_MySalesProcess. You have created
several event observers to add the custom functionality.
Each observer is a separate class, but they require some common
functionality. How do you implement the common functionality in
the event observers, keeping maintainability and testability in

mind?
A. You create a regular class implementing the common
functionality as public static methods and call those from the
observers.
B. You create a trait with the common methods and use the trait
in the observer classes.
C. You create an abstract class AbstractObserver with the
common methods and extend the observer classes from it.
D. You create a regular class implementing the common
functionality as public methods and use constructor injection
to make them available to the observers.
Answer: D
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